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Abstract-The data obtained in the TAUS experiment carried out on board the Phobos-2 spacecraft showed 
that in a plasma sheet in the vicinity of Mars, the three-dimensional distribution functions of heavy ions of the 
planetary origin have the form of a "mushroom cap". To analyze the distribution of ions in the Martian magnetic 
tail both kinetic and magneto hydrodynamic approaches are used. A number of relationships between the prop
erties of plasma and magnetic field in the magnetosphere tail and in the solar wind are considered. They bear 
witness to the following acceleration mechanisms taking part in the formation of the observed distribution of 
ions in the plasma sheet in the vicinity of Mars: acceleration due to the tension of magnetic field lines, acceler
ation in longitudinal and transverse electric fields of the tail, and acceleration through direct interaction of cir
cumplanetary plasma with the plasma of a magneto sheath in polar regions of the magnetosphere. 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the most interesting results of measurements 
with the plasma TAUS experiment in the vicinity of Mars 
was the discovery of a plasma sheet in the Martian mag
netosphere tail [1, 2]. The measurements showed that 
significant ion flows, streaming away from the planet, 
are often observed in the Martian magnetic tail. These 
flows were always recorded in the vicinity of that area, 
where the component of magnetic field Bx parallel to the 
Sun-Mars line changes its sign [3]. The data of the 
TAUS experiment showed that in contrast to the plasma 
sheet of the Earth's magnetosphere, which is, in the 
main, formed by protons, the Martian plasma sheet basi
cally consists of heavy ions with the ratio of mass/charge 
m/q > 3. The simultaneous measurements with the 
ASPERA experiment, also carried out onboard Pho
bos-2, showed that the plasma sheet in the Martian mag
netosphere is mainly formed by ions of oxygen o+, 
though ions with other masses were also recorded [ 4, 5]. 

In several first orbits of the Phobos-2 spacecraft 
about Mars, two-dimensional spectra of heavy ions 
were measured by the TAUS instrument. Rosenbauer et 
al. [1, 2] demonstrated examples of two-dimensional 
spectra (in terms of count rate), from which it is seen 
that the distribution of heavy ions in the Martian mag
netosphere tail is very anisotropic: a spread in energies 
in the direction of motion of the flow (from the planet) 
is essentially less, than in the transverse direction. 
These distributions of ions are very similar to the pro-

ton distribution functions observed in the plasma sheet 
boundary layer near the Earth [6]. To explain the spe
cific distributions of heavy ions in the Martian mag
netosphere tail a few mechanisms of accelerating the 
circumplanetary ions were proposed: acceleration as a 
result of direct interaction of the solar wind plasma and 
circumplanetary ionospheric plasma [3]; acceleration 
under the action of tension of magnetic field lines [5]; 
acceleration in the current sheet of the magnetic tail [7], 
etc. 

Below, the experimental data obtained in the plasma 
sheet near Mars will be considered in detail for the pur
pose of further more detailed analysis of possible 
mechanisms of the ion acceleration. 

THE ANALYSIS OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS 

On board the Phobos-2 spacecraft, the TAUS 
energy-mass-spectrometer was installed, and with its 
help the measurements of energy (in the range -50 eV 
to -6 keV) and angular (within the limits of solid angle 
±20° from the sunward direction) distributions of pro
tons and heavy ions (m/q > 3) in the vicinity of Mars 
were performed [8]. The data obtained from -60 iden
tical circular orbits in February-March, 1986 (the 
radius of an orbit is -9600 km) represent rather rich 
material for the statistical analysis. In these orbits, the 
one-dimensional energy (150 eV-6 keV) spectra of 
ions were measured for 8 s every 2 min. 
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Fig. 1. Two-dimensional distribution functions of heavy ions (on the assumption thatm = 16) recorded on the second elliptic orbit 
of Phobos-2 near Mars on February 5, 1989. Positions in the phase space, in which the measurements were carried out by the TAUS 
instrument, are marked by points. Most external isoline of distribution functions corresponds to the value f = 10-21 s3 cm-6, every 
next isoline corresponds to an increase ofjby a factor of 10°2 . 

In the first five elliptical orbits near the planet (peri
center is -800 km), the two-dimensional spectra of 
heavy ions were also measured for some time (one spec
trum per minute). The two-dimensional spectra result 
from integrated observations over the azimuth angle. In 
the mode of three-axis stabilization (3rd, 4th, and 5th 
orbits), the spectra were recorded approximately in the 
XZ plane of the Martian solar-ecliptic coordinate system. 
However, reliable two-dimensional measurements of the 
spectra of the plasma sheet ions in the mode of three-axis 
stabilization of the spacecraft were carried out only in 
the 4th orbit, because in the 3rd and 5th orbits the mea
surements of two-dimensional spectra of heavy ions fell 
on an area near the magnetopause. 

In the first and second elliptical orbits, the space
craft rotated with a period of -10 min around the axis 
approximately oriented to the Sun, and this allows us to 
reconstruct the character of three-dimensional spectra 
of ions by the measured two-dimensional ones. 

To measure the magnetic field in the vicinity of 
Mars the MAGMA flux-gate magnetometer was 
installed on board the Phobos-2 spacecraft [9]. Unfortu
nately, because of the rotation of the spacecraft, in the 
majority of orbits about the planet one can use for a 
reliable analysis only the magnitude of magnetic field 
B and its components along (Bx) and across the Sun-

Mars line (B1. = JB~ + B~). 

Figure 1 shows examples of the two-dimensional 
spectra of heavy ions recorded in the Martian plasma 
sheet in the second elliptical orbit (every second spec
trum is shown sequentially). It is seen that the spectra 
at all times have a characteristic extended bean-like 
form, only the maximum of the distribution function is 
shifted, obviously, because of the rotation of the space
craft around the axis, whose true direction deviates by 
a -15 ° angle from the sunward direction. The presented 
distribution functions testify that the real three-dimen
sional distribution of the plasma sheet ions is approxi
mately symmetric relative to the sunward direction and 
has the specific form of a "mushroom cap." Similar dis
tributions of protons were observed previously near the 
Earth in the plasma sheet boundary layer [6]. To explain 
such distribution functions, some possible mechanisms 
of ion acceleration in the plasma sheet were consid
ered: acceleration in the longitudinal electrical field, 
deformation of spectra because of conservation of the 
magnetic moments of particles, acceleration in the cur
rent sheet of the magnetic tail, etc. 

Assuming that the initial distribution of ions in the 
vicinity of Mars is close to a Maxwellian one, it is not 
difficult to calculate what changes in the distribution 
function of ions their acceleration in the longitudinal 
electrical field will cause, provided that the first adiabatic 
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invariant (magnetic moment) is also conserved. Let us 
consider the initial ion distribution 

(1) 
1 2 ,2 

X exp ( -m(( v 11 - v 0 ) + V _1_ )/2kT], 

where v;1 and v~ are the initial velocity components 
along and across the magnetic field, v 0 is the initial bulk 
velocity, m, n, and Tare the mass, density, and temper
ature of ions, respectively, and k is the Boltzmann con
stant. New components of the ion velocity, Vii and v_1_, 
can be expressed through their initial values, using the 

energy conservation law and the condition of conserva
tion of the magnetic moment of ions: 

2 2 ,2 ,2 2q<I> 
V11 + V _1_ = v 11 + V _1_ + --, 

m 

2 
V_!_ 

= B2 Br, 

(2) 

where B1 and B2 are the magnetic field magnitudes in 
the areas before and after ion acceleration, respectively, 
q is the electric charge, <I> is the electric potential differ
ence. According to the Liouville's theorem, in this case 
the final distribution of ions is 

(3) 

[ 
m ( J 2 2 2 2B 1)] xexp -

2
kT ( (v 11 +v_j_(1-B1/B2)-2q<I>/m)-v0) +v_1_B

2 
• 

Now, one can define the "width" of such a distribution of ions at some level f = f*, along the magnetic field ~ v
11 

(v_1_ = 0): 

(4) 2( 
2 2kT11) 2 ( 2 2kT11)

2 

4 2kT112q<I> 
V max + + V max + + • m m m m 

and across the magnetic field ~v_1_ (between points, 
where CJj/21Vj

1 
= 0): 

A = 2J2kT1lB2 L.l.V_j_ B' m I 
(5) 

where vmax = Jv~ + 2q<I>Im is the ion velocity at a 
maximum of distribution function,fmax = n(m/2rtkT)312, 

11 = lnifma/J*). 
By this means, any experimentally observed ion dis

tribution function with parameters vmax• ~v11 , and ~v_1_ 
can be approximated by theoretical expression (3) at a 
unique combination of the values ~. v0, T for any 
known ratio BrfB2 • 

Let us consider as an example the second spectrum 
in the top row of Fig. 1 measured at 01:53 UT. The level 
of distribution function shown by a heavy line in this 
spectrum corresponds to the following parameters: 
~Vii= 33 km/s, ~V_1_ = 78 krn!s, Vmax = 120 krn!s, 11 = 
ln(I0-19·8/l0-20.8). Figure 2 shows calculated distribu
tion functions of ions (3), having the same parameters, 
for four various values of the ratio BrfB2 (see table). It 
is seen from this figure that at least two right spectra 
have too strong a condensation of contour lines at the 
left part in comparison with the experimental spectrum. 
Thus, it is possible to describe the experimental spec
trum by distribution function (3) only assuming that 
before the considered mechanism of acceleration in the 
longitudinal electrical field with simultaneous conser
vation of the magnetic moments of ions comes into 
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play, there is also some preliminary acceleration of par
ticles up to velocities of -100 krnls. Moreover, atten
tion should be drawn to the fact that the magnetic field 
in the area of observation of accelerated particles 
should be stronger than the initial magnetic field. The 
polar areas of the Martian magnetosphere, which are 
similar to the polar areas in the induced magnetosphere 
of Venus considered in [10], can serve as such regions 
of ion preacceleration. Ionospheric ions can be acceler
ated in these regions due to direct interactions with the 
solar wind of the magnetosheath. 

Another mechanism of acceleration, which can be 
responsible for the specific form of distribution func
tions of ions in the plasma sheet of the Martian mag
netosphere, is the acceleration in the current sheet of 
the magnetic tail [11, 12]. In the thin current sheet, at 
the center of the magnetic tail, magnetic moments of 
particles are not conserved, and under the action of the 
transverse electric field the particles are accelerated 
along the tail, gaining at initial energy close to zero the 
velocity v- 2cE/Bmin• where E is the electric field across 
the tail and c is the velocity of light. Some correlation 
dependences (Fig. 3) revealed as a result of analysis of 
the data obtained in circular orbits near Mars point to 
possible participation of such a mechanism in acceler
ation of planetary ions in the Martian magnetosphere 
tail. Figure 3 shows at the left panels the dependences 
of the maximum energy E of heavy ions recorded in 
each spacecraft passage through the plasma sheet and 
of corresponding velocity v of oxygen ions on the min
imum value of magnetic field Bmin measured in the cur-
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Fig. 2. Calculated distribution functions of ions, having the same parameters vmax• L1v11 , L1vj_ as distribution recorded on February 5, 
1989 at 01:53 UT by the TAUS instrument. 
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Fig. 3. Correlations of parameters of the plasma sheet heavy ions and magnetic field in the Martian tail. Lines correspond to approx
imation by the least squares method. 

rent sheet. A clear inversely proportional dependence 
of these values is seen, which can be interpreted as evi
dence for the existence of an electric field across the 
Martian magnetic tail. The average magnitude of this 
field was E- 0.4 m V /m during the operation of Phobos-
2 in orbit. The same estimation of the electric field 
strength can be obtained from the correlation of magni-
tudes Jn and BJ3min• also shown in Fig. 3. Such a cor
relation should follow from the expression for the 
transverse electric field: 

(6) 

that was obtained on the basis of the Ampere law and 
the law of conservation of particles [13, 14]. Substitut
ing E = vBmin12c into expression (6) and taking into 
account that Bx"" B, we obtain 

2 B2 

nmv = -. 
1t 

(7) 

Indeed, the linear approximation of the dependence 
between the quantities nmv'l and B2/81t (Fig. 3d) is 
close to equation (7). 

By this means, ions of planetary origin in the current 
sheet of the Martian magnetic tail, in the configuration 
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of magnetic field in the tail similar to the Venusian 
magnetic tail configuration, where a determining role is 
played by the induced magnetic field, can be acceler
ated to significant energies moving in the direction 
away from the planet (see [15]). These ions can be 
observed in a rather narrow area in the vicinity of the 
neutral sheet, since the transverse drift component of 
the velocity, -cEIBx, does not move the ions far from 
this sheet at a distance of -6200 km from the planet, 
corresponding to the circular orbit of the Phobos-2 
spacecraft. In this case, the distribution functions of 
accelerated particles have the characteristic form of a 
"mushroom cap" [16]. However, it should be noted that 
these distributions have also a rather sharp low-energy 
edge, while no such phenomenon is observed in the 
data of the TAUS experiment. 

One more circumstance requires further analysis. In 
the current sheet of the magnetic tail the ions of various 
masses are accelerated to one and the same velocity 
and, hence, their energy should be proportional to their 
mass. Nevertheless, this is not supported by the data of 
the ASPERA experiment (Fig. 4, [5]), which show no 
dependence of energy of heavy ions on their mass, but 
the energy of protons recorded in the plasma sheet is 
less than the energy of oxygen ions by a factor of 2-3. 

One more possible mechanism of the acceleration of 
planetary ions into the plasma sheet of the Martian mag
netic tail, i.e., the acceleration due to a tension of mag
netic field lines, was considered by Dubinin et al. [5]. In 
the approximation of the magnetic hydrodynamics: 

(8) 

where p = nm is the mass density of heavy ions, 
B 

j = 
2

c1t 
8

x is the current density across the magnetic 

tail, and 8 is the characteristic thickness of the current 
sheet. In the direction of the X axis of the Martian solar
ecliptic coordinate system, (8) is reduced to the equa
tion: 

dv 1 .B 
pv dx z ~J l_, (9) 

where v is the flow velocity of heavy ions directed 
away from Mars. The dynamic pressure of the flow of 
heavy ions can be estimated as follows: 

(10) 

where Lis the characteristic scale of acceleration along 
the X axis. Figure 5a shows the dynamic pressure of the 
heavy ion flow versus the quantity Bfi l_· Indeed, a cer
tain correlation of these quantities is seen. A correlation 
straight line drawn in the plot corresponds to the ratio 
L/8, i.e., at L- 4000 km, 8- 1000 km, which comprises 
-10% of the characteristic value of the diameter of the 
Martian magnetic tail (cf. [3]). 
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Table 

Parameter Fig. 2a Fig. 2b Fig. 2c Fig. 2d 

V0, krnls 102 73 60 53 

T, 103 K 160 320 480 680 

<I>,V I 335 760 900 970 

The correlation is improved (Fig. 5b ), if one 
assumes that the 8 quantity is proportional to the ion 
cyclotron diameter 

and 

2 J2kfi;z = xc B q X 

(11) 

(12) 

where X is a factor of proportionality, vth is the thermal 
velocity of the ions, and roci is the cyclotron frequency. 
The correlation straight line shown in Fig. 5 corresponds 
to 8 - 1500 km (X - 3.5) for L = 4000 km and typical 
parameters T = 2 X 105 K and Bx = lOy. Both correlations 
presented in Fig. 5 confirm that the conjectures of Dubi
nin et al. [5] warrant consideration and testify that the 
mechanism of acceleration of planetary ions in the Mar
tian magnetosphere tail through the tension of magnetic 
field lines probably plays a significant role. 

E,eV 
10000 

1000 

1000 
E(O+), eV 

10000 

Fig. 4. Dependence of the maximum energy of the flows of 

molecular ions co;, o; (squares), and protons (triangles) 

on the maximum energy of oxygen ions for several passages 
of the Phobos-2 spacecraft through the Martian magnetic 
tail by the data of the ASPERA experiment [5]. 
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Fig. S. Dynamic pressure of plasma sheet heavy ions versus combinations of the magnetic field components and temperature of ions 
in the Martian tail. Straight lines correspond to approximation by the least squares method. 

CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Two-dimensional measurements of ion spectra 
in the TAUS experiment carried out on the Phobos-2 
spacecraft showed that the distribution functions of 
heavy ions in the plasma sheet of the Martian magneto
sphere tail have a specific form, reminding one of a 
mushroom cap. Similar distributions of protons were 
observed in the Earth's plasma sheet boundary layer, 
and this testifies that the mechanisms of ion accelera
tion in the tails of the magnetospheres of Mars and the 
Earth are possibly the same. 

(2) The observed distribution functions cannot be a 
consequence of the mechanism of ion acceleration in a 
longitudinal electric field with simultaneous deforma
tion of the distribution function due to conservation of 
the magnetic moment, because, in this case, ions should 
be preaccelerated to a velocity of -100 km/s. 

(3) One-dimensional measurements of ion spectra 
in the TAUS experiment on circular orbits of the Pho
bos-2 spacecraft in February-March, 1989 gave fairly 
rich statistical material for the analysis of dependences 
of the parameters of heavy ions of the Martian plasma 
sheet on the magnetic field strength in the tail and on 
parameters of the solar wind. 

( 4) The correlation of the flow velocity of heavy 
ions and the minimum magnetic field value recorded in 
the area of the neutral sheet seems to point to the exist
ence of a transverse electric field in the Martian mag
netosphere tail and, hence, to a possible acceleration of 
the ions in the central current sheet of the tail. 

(5) The correlation of the dynamic pressure of the 
flow of the plasma sheet heavy ions and the quantity 

s; B j_!T112 (and less clearly pronounced correlation 
with B)3 j_) shows that the ion acceleration through the 
tension of magnetic field lines is also probably essential 
in the Martian magnetosphere tail. 
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